Equitable
Leadership Practices

Office of Leadership Development and
School Improvement

The Office of Leadership
Development and
School Improvement

Fostering the Growth of Effective Leaders
Provide targeted professional learning
experiences and resources to equip current
and future leaders with the skills and
knowledge required for successful school and
district leadership.

Ensuring Valid and Reliable Evaluations

http://marylandpublicschools.org/
about/Pages/OTPE/index.aspx

Oversee the development and implementation
of Maryland’s teacher and principal evaluation
system. Training, guidance, and support is
provided to local school systems in the
implementation of fair and valid evaluations.

Raising the Quality of Education
Provide customized professional learning
experiences and support, informed by data
and grounded in effective practices, to
improve school performance.
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Presenters: Maryland State Department of Education
Edmund Mitzel, Coordinator of
Leadership Development

Dr. Brian Eyer, Leadership
Development Specialist
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Session Objectives:
By the end of the session today we will have:
• Discussed the Professional Standards for Educational Leaders Rubric and
its alignment to growth of principal professional practice
• Analyzed Standard 3 from the Professional Standards for Educational
Leaders to create specific steps (actions) to implement equitable leadership
for ALL students and staff.
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An Overview of the Professional Standards for
Educational Leaders
• Adopted by the Maryland State
Board of Education in 2017.
• Guide administrator licensure,
evaluation, and professional
learning.
• Define effective practices of school
leaders to promote academic
success and well-being for each
student.
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PSEL Organization

S6: Professional Capacity
of School Personnel
S7: Professional
Community for Teachers
and Staff
S1: Mission, Vision, and S8: Meaningful
Core Values Engagement of Families S4: Curriculum,
Instruction, and
and Students
S2: Ethics and
Assessment
Professional Norms S9: Operations and
Management S5: Community of Care
S3: Equity and Cultural
and Support for Students
Responsiveness
S10: School Improvement

Student
Learning

National Policy Board for Educational Administration, 2015
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Maryland’s PSEL Rubric
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Professional Standards for Educational Leaders (PSEL)
Rubric

• Defines expectations of
highly effective, effective,
developing and ineffective
leaders.
• Guides ongoing
professional learning
experiences for principal
supervisors and principals.
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PSEL Rubric at a Glance
An Ineffective School Leader...

Descriptors show
horizontal
alignment across
three levels of
practice.

Inconsistently…
● Develops and communicates the
school’s vision, mission, and core
values. (a, b)
● Uses data to inform continuous
improvement that promotes the
success of each student. (b, c, e)
● Involves stakeholders to promote
implementation of vision, mission,
and/or core values that support
student learning. (b, e, f)
● Evaluates actions to achieve the
school’s vision. (d)

A Developing School Leader…
●

●

●

●
●

Communicates the school vision,
mission, and core values to
stakeholders (e.g. parents,
teachers, community members). (a,
b)
Facilitates opportunities for
stakeholders to collaborate to
promote student success. (b, f)
Identifies a set of core values that
recognizes the importance of
student-centered education. (c, f)
Initiates continuous improvement
efforts. (c, d)
Uses data to inform school actions
that promote student success in
alignment with school’s vision,
mission, or core values.(d, e)

An Effective School Leader…
...reaches the “developing” level and…
● Collaboratively develops and
implements a student-centered
mission and vision that are aligned
with the school system’s mission and
vision. (a,f)
● Uses data and input from stakeholders
to inform the development of a
mission and vision that promotes
effective organizational practices,
high-quality education, and academic
success for each student. (b)
● Articulates and advocates a core set of
values that defines the school’s
culture and stress the imperative for
student-centered education, high
expectation and student support;
equity, inclusiveness, and social
justice; and continuous improvement.
(c)
● Reviews and evaluates stakeholder
(e.g. parents, teachers, students,
community members) feedback and
other data sets regularly and
collaboratively to identify strengths,
address challenges, and adapt the
school mission, vision, and/or values
as needed. (d, e)
● Models and pursues the school’s
mission, vision, and core values in all
aspects of leadership. (g)

A Highly Effective School Leader…
...reaches and maintains the
“effective” level and…
● Provides evidence that
stakeholder groups (e.g. parents,
teachers, students, community
members) advocate for and is
supportive of the school’s vision,
mission, and core values.
● Aligns partnerships (e.g.
community organizations,
vendors) to support
implementation of vision,
mission, and core values.

Represents all of the
effective tier with
additional descriptors of
practice.
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Definitions of Effectiveness

• The highly effective school leader spreads, beyond the school building, effective practices
that significantly improve student outcomes.
The effective
school
leader
consistently
implements
effective
practices
that translate
Highly
• •Leadership
practice
stands
out
as noteworthy
with significant
and
sustainable
results in into
Effective
studentschool
outcomes.
student
achievement
that leader
exceeds
student growth
targets.
•improved
The developing
attempts
to implement
effective practices, but has not
•
Leadership
practice
produces
desired
and
consistent
results,
in alignment
school
•
Performance
at
this
level
usually
impacts
the
school
system,
state,
or otherswith
outside
the
consistent
in achieving
student
outcomes.
• The effective school leadermade
consistently
implementsresults
effective practices
that translate
into improved
student outcomes.
goals,
that meets
student
targets.
• Leadership practice produces
desired
andbroadly,
consistent
results,
indocumented
alignment with
school
system
goals, that meets
growth
targets.
school
more
with
accomplishments
ofstudent
leading
peers
to student
modify
their
•Leadership
The
ineffective
school
leader
isgrowth
aware
of
effective
practices
but
does
not
consistently
•system
practice
is making
strides
and
produces
results
that
approach
growth
• Performance at this level embodies the fullness of the PSEL elements, fosters robust collaboration and data analysis, and establishes a track record of
Highly
Effective
•practices
Performance
at
this
level
embodies
the
fullness
of
the
PSEL
elements,
fosters
robust
Effective
student success.
or systems
to improve
student performance.
demonstrate
evidence
of implementation
resulting in little to no student growth.
targets.
collaboration
and
data
analysis,
and
establishes
a track
record
of student
success.
Effective
Leadership practice
is limited,
inconsistent,
and
in need
of significant
improvement.
• •Performance
at this level
includes
actions made
towards
promising
outcomes,
though
•outcomes
Performance
at this
tends has
to not
be
passive
without
focus and requires targeted
staff
andlevel
students
not
regularly
achieved.
Developing
• The developing school leader
attempts tofor
implement
effective
practices, butare
made
consistent results
in achieving student outcomes.
• Leadership practice is makingintervention
strides and produces
results
that
approach
student
growth
targets.
to address key improvement needs
• The highly effective school leader spreads, beyond the school building, effective practices that significantly improve student outcomes.
• Leadership practice stands out as noteworthy with significant and sustainable results in student achievement that exceeds student growth targets.
• Performance at this level usually impacts the school system, state, or others outside the school more broadly, with documented accomplishments of leading
peers to modify their practices or systems to improve student performance.

Ineffective

Developing • Performance at this level includes actions made towards promising outcomes, though outcomes for staff and students are not regularly achieved.

Ineffective

• The ineffective school leader is aware of effective practices but does not consistently demonstrate evidence of implementation resulting in little to no student
growth.
• Leadership practice is limited, inconsistent, and in need of significant improvement.
• Performance at this level tends to be passive without focus and requires targeted intervention to address key improvement needs.
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Spotlight on Standard 3 and 10

Standard 3. Equity and Cultural Responsiveness
Effective educational leaders strive for equity of educational
opportunity and culturally responsive practices to promote each
student’s academic success and well-being.
Standard 10. School Improvement
Effective educational leaders act as agents of continuous
improvement to promote each student’s academic success and
well-being.
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Equality vs. Equity
“To truly level the playing field, educators must move
beyond a focus on equality and start demanding
equity. By focusing on equity we expand our offerings
beyond student placement. And in doing so, we can
broaden our vision to include not only equity for
students of all races and ethnicities but also for
students of all socioeconomic statuses…”
- Building Equity, p. 16

Equity vs. Equality
Everyone is a
genius. But if you
judge a fish by its
ability to climb a
tree, it will live its
whole life believing
that it is stupid.
- Albert Einstein

Models of Educational Equity

The Reality Regarding Equity

Equity, Identity & School
Leadership

In Building Equity (2017), Smith et al.
identify a range of factors endemic to
moving the needle in terms of how student
identity is formed.
It is useful to understand that school
leaders are duly influenced by their own
identity formation as they decide what to
value in their Instructional Leadership.

Principals can identity and help to build
capacity based upon knowledge of their
own identity and comfort in framing
Instructional Leadership through the lens
of Equity.

Equity Exercise
•
•
•
•

Green Dot - Highly Effective.
Yellow Dot - Effective.
Blue Dot - Developing.
Red Dot - Ineffective

Evidence
• How many Green Dots do you have?
• Discuss why you chose the color for each
element?

What is Equity?

Equity

Effort

Evidence

Equity Requires Evidence

Equity

Effort

No
Evidence

Equity & Evidence

Equity
without
Evidence
is simply
Effort.

Building Equity
Dominique Smith

The Building Equity Taxonomy

Looking for Evidence:
The Building Equity Review
LEVEL 1: PHYSICAL INTEGRATION
1. Our student body is diverse.
2. Our school publicly seeks and values a diverse student body.
3. Efforts are made to promote students’ respecting, and interacting with, students from different backgrounds.
4. Our school facilities and resources are at least equal to those of other district schools.
5. Classroom placement and student schedules ensure that diversity exists in all learning environments.
LEVEL 2: SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL ENGAGEMENT
6. The social and emotional needs of students are adequately supported in the school, from prosocial skills development to responsiveness to trauma.
7. Teachers and staff show they care about students.
8. The school has programs and policies that are designed to improve attendance.
9. The school’s discipline plans are restorative rather than punitive.
10. Students are treated equitably when they misbehave, and consequences are based on an ethic of care rather than demographic characteristics.
LEVEL 3: OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN
11. We do not use tracking to group or schedule students.
12. Students have equitable access to class placement and course offerings.
13. All students have access to challenging curriculum.
14. Teachers have high expectations for all students.
15. There are active working relationships between home and school to increase opportunities to learn.
16. Soft skills are developed and valued in our school.
LEVEL 4: INSTRUCTIONAL EXCELLENCE
17. All students experience quality core instruction
18. There are transparent and transportable instructional routines in place schoolwide.
19. Grading and progress reports are focused on subject matter mastery and competence.
20. Teachers notice students’ individual instructional needs and have systems to differentiate as needed.
21. Educators have access to professional learning that builds their technical and intellectual skills.
LEVEL 5: ENGAGED AND INSPIRED LEARNERS
22. Students are engaged in a wide range of leadership activities within the school.
23. Student aspirations are fostered.
24. Students select learning opportunities related to their interests.
25. Students are provided authentic and applied learning experiences that link with their goals and aspirations.

Revisit the Performance Levels
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EVIDENCE

• Green Dot - Highly Effective.
• Yellow Dot - Effective.
• Blue Dot - Developing.
• Red Dot - Ineffective
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Next Steps

• Conduct focus groups on Teacher Principal Evaluation –
December 12.
• Recording online workshops to support implementation of
the PSEL rubric.
• Share promising practices on PSEL standards’ Google form
• Revise professional practice domains for teacher evaluation
system and student growth measures for teacher and
principals (public comment).
• Develop resources to support revisions to evaluations.
• Conduct evaluator training during the summer of 2019.
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Office of Leadership Development and School Improvement

Ed Mitzel
Coordinator of Leadership Development
Edmund.Mitzel@Maryland.gov
410-767-0348

Contact Us With
Any Questions

Dr. Brian Eyer
Leadership Development Specialist
Brian.Eyer@Maryland.gov
410.767.0725
Access resources at the
Maryland Resource Hub:
www.marylandresourcehub.com

http://marylandpublicschools.org/about/Pages/OTPE/index.aspx
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